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Abstrat

The implementation of distributed real-time appliations on wireless networks onstitute

today a new important hallenge and, in this ontext, the MAC protools, whih implement

the frame exhange sheduling, have an essential role. This paper is preisely onerned by

the spei�ation of suh MAC protools. We speify MAC protools alled CANlike proto-

ols beause they are inspired by the MAC protool of the network CAN whih is a wired

network. The presentation made in this paper, after a reminder of basi knowledges (wireless

network physial layer, di�erent topologies, CAN wired network, MAC protool harateris-

tis) shows how to integrate these basi knowledges in order to speify the CANlike protools

for several topologies (mono-hop topology and three di�erent multi-hop topologies(hains)).

In the onlusion too, we prove (by onsidering a mono-hop topology) the interest of the

CANlike protools for implementing appliations in networked ontrol systems (by ompar-

ison with the WiFi-DCF protool).

1 Introdution

Wireless networks and more partiularly Wireless Loal Area Networks (WLANs) are more and

more used today in the industrial area where we have real-time distributed appliations whih

require Quality of Servie (QoS) guarantees for their ommuniations. In this ontext, the MAC

protools, whih implement the frame sheduling, have an essential role. WLANs an be either

mono-hannel or multi-hannel. Here we onsider the mono-hannel ase.

In the ontext of the wireless networks, the protools of the CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple

Aess) type and, partiulary, with the attribute CA (Collision Avoidane) [1℄ are very often

onsidered and used. The attribute CA is based on a Bako� proedure whih allows, in om-

parison to the strit CSMA type, to redue the ollision ourrene but not to eliminate this

ourrene and then we annot give QoS guarantees for the frame transfer.

Mastering the ollisions and giving QoS guarantees is possible by assoiating priorities to the

frames of the �ows (the role of the priorities is to allow to implement a Collision Resolution

(CR) mehanism i.e. to transform what would be a �ollision situation� with a CSMA type pro-

tool into a �winner-looser(s) situation� whih results from a tournament based on the priorities

omparison; the winner is the frame whih has the highest priority). The �rst approah is to

use the BlakBurst tehnique [2℄. The idea is to let the ontending nodes send �rst jamming

signals (alled BlakBurst (BB) messages) of length aording to the priority. The node whih

has the longest jamming signal (i.e. the highest priority) wins the ompetition and then sends its

frame. The drawbak of this tehnique is that, if we have a great priority number, the jamming

signals will be very long and give important delays [3℄. The seond approah is to adapt the

MAC protool of the wired CAN bus (the priority of the frame is expressed by the ID �eld whih



preedes the data �eld) to the wireless ontext. It is this seond approah that we onsider in

this paper (onept of CANlike protool).

This paper inludes three parts:

• the �rst part presents basi knowledges,

• the seond part onerns mainly the spei�ation of the main parameters of the CANlike

protools for di�erent wireless network topologies; it presents also solutions for a problem

whih ours in a hain topology and whih is alled the intra�ow problem (onurrent

frame transfer in a frame �ow going from a soure node to a destination node).

• the third part is a onlusion.

2 Preliminaries: Basi knowledges

Three types of basi knowledges are neessary. The type 1 onerns the harateristis of the

wireless networks physial layer and some important onsequenes for the MAC layer with a

protool of the CSMA type (pure CSMA or CSMA-CA). The type 2 onerns di�erent node

interonnetion strutures (i.e di�erent topologies) in a wireless ontext. The type 3 onerns

the priniples that underlie the CAN-like protools for the di�erent topologies whih have been

onsidered.

2.1 Type 1 of the basi knowledges

2.1.1 The wireless transeiver

In a wireless ontext (ontrarily to the wired ontext), a transeiver annot simultaneously send

and reeive on a hannel and has three states: transmitter, reeiver, sleeper. Here we do not

onsider the state �sleeper� whih is used for onsiderations of energy eonomy.

Two time attributes haraterize the transeiver behavior: the hannel Sensing Time τST and

the Turnaround Time τTT . τST allows the transeiver (in the reeiver state) to test the hannel

state (busy or idle) depending on whether the deteted Energy on τST is higher or lower than a

pre�xed threshold (noted Ethr). τTT is the time to go from the reeiver (transmitter) state to

the transmitter (reeiver) state.

If the hannel is deteted idle, the transeiver an go (after a τTT ) in the transmitter state whih

allows the MAC entity to send a frame. After a frame transmission, the reeiver an (after τTT )

ome bak to the reeiver state.

Relatively to a frame transmission (by onsidering frames where all the bits uses the same ode,

and then have, from the power point of view, idential transmission onstraints), the hannel is

de�ned by means of two parameters (bandwidth, signal reduing) and then the transmission of

a node is haraterized, in term of the signal reduing (with respet to the power of the signal of

the emitted frame) by two ranges: Carrier Sense Range (RCS) and Transmission Range (RT ).

2.1.2 Carrier Sense Range (RCS)

The RCS , whih is assoiated to a node i (noted RCS(i)), is represented by a irle of enter i and

of radius noted rCS(i). The radius rCS(i) is the maximal range in whih the sending of a frame

by the node i indues for all node j being in the irle, the detetion of a signal, the Power of

whih is higher than or equal to a threshold noted P (RCS(i))thr (the produt of P (RCS(i))thr

by τST gives the threshold Ethr, i.e the limit of the detetion of a busy hannel state after a

frame transmission by the node i). Note that, the fat that a node j, in the irle RCS(i), detets
a signal resulting from the sending of a frame by the node i, does not mean neessarily that the
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node j is able to deode this frame (that depends on the distane dij). This remark justi�es the

neessity to introdue the onept of Transmission Range (RT ).

The de�nition of the RCS(i) requires still to preise the following points:

1. the node i is alled �exposed node� to all the nodes j whih are in the RCS(i) (beause the
transmission of a frame by the node i indues the busy hannel state whih prevents all

the nodes j to use the hannel during this transmission duration),

2. the nodes j are the nodes whih, in the framework of the RCS(i), are in ompetition with

the node i for the sending of a frame. More preisely:

• if one node j starts a transmission just before an attempt of the node i, this indues,

for the node i, the situation �busy hannel� whih delays its possibility of transmission,

• if one node j and the node i transmits simultaneously, this indues a situation �emis-

sion ollision�.

We have to note that these two situations are normal situations by de�nition of the strit

ontext CSMA. We desribe, relatively to the node i, these two situations as �endogenous

interferenes� beause they result from ations of the nodes j whih are in the RCS(i).

3. nodes an be outside the RCS(i). Among theses nodes, some of them an have their RCS

whih have an intersetion with RCS(i). Call k suh a node and RCS(k) its Carrier Sense
Range, and rename jj′ the nodes j whih are at the intersetion of RCS(i) and RCS(k).
The nodes jj′ an hear the attempts of the transmission of the nodes i and k whih an

then reate, in these nodes jj′, interferene situations that we all �exogenous interferenes�

(beause resulting of ations of the nodes i and k, whih are not in the same Carrier Sense

Range). This harateristi will help us to present the hidden node problem.

2.1.3 Transmission Range (RT )

Consider again a node i and its assoiated RCS(i). The RT , whih is also assoiated to the node

i (noted RT (i)), is represented by a irle of entre i and of radius rT , noted rT (i). The radius

rT (i) is the maximal range in whih the sending of a frame by the node i sets, for all nodes j

being in the irle, the detetion of a signal, the power of whih is higher than or equal to the

power neessary to deode the frame sent by the node i i.e. a power higher than or equal to a

threshold noted P (RT (i)thr). Obviously P (RT (i)thr) > P (RCS(i)thr).
Remark: In pratie, generally, we have rCS(i) > rT (i) whih an still be expressed RCS(i) >

RT (i). However, we an also onsider a partiular ase whih an be expressed P (RT (i)thr) =
P (RCS(i)thr) and then RCS(i) = RT (i) (i.e. any node in the Carrier Sense Range of the node

i an deode the signal of the frame sent by the node i). In short, we an say RCS(i) ≥ RT (i).

2.1.4 Transmission hop

A transmission hop is the basi element of a ommuniation path between omputers i.e. it

represents, in the framework of an implementation, the distane (noted d) between a node,

transmitter of a frame, and the next node, in the path, whih reeives diretly and deode this

frame. We have : d ≤ rT < 2d i.e. we an have a path of one hop in RT and obviously more in

RCS when rCS ≥ 2d.

2.1.5 Hidden node

a) Consider again the presentation in the subsetion 2.1.2 and onsider the ase of a transmission

of a frame in one hop from the node i to a node jj′ (then this frame will be well reeived and
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well deoded in the node jj′ if there is no kind of interferene). A node hidden to the node i is

a node k [4℄, [5℄, beause the node k is a node exposed to the node jj′ (i.e the node jj′ is in

the RCS(k)), whih an lead, relatively to an attempt of a frame transfer by the node i, to two

�exogenous interferene situations� in the reeption ativity of the node jj′:

• situation 1: a situation alled �busy hannel� resulting from the sending of a frame by the

node k before the sending attempt by the node i (but this one annot see the state of the

hannel as the node k is not in its RCS); the result will be the non onsideration, by the

node jj′, of the frame oming from the node i (then its loss),

• situation 2: a situation alled �ollision in reeption� whih results from a simultaneous

sending of a frame by the nodes i and k, whih an lead, on the frame sent by the node i,

to the deoding impossibility by the node jj′.

The ourrene of the situation 2 depends, at the node jj′, on the ratio Signal Power of the

frame oming from the node i (all Pi this power) on Signal Power of the frame oming from

the node k (all Pk this power). By alling d the length of the hop i, jj′ and l the distane k, jj′

we have:
Pi

Pk
= ( l

d
)4. The ondition for a orret deoding of the frame sent by the node i is

Pi

Pk
≥ 10 [6℄, whih de�nes the limit value of l alled �Interferene Range� et noted RI . We have

RI = 1.78d.

b) We an now give the quantitative onditions [6℄ whih express the behaviour of a node k

hidden to the node i. As it is a node outside the RCS(i), we have d + l > rCS(i).

• If l ≤ 1.78d, we an have the situations 1 and 2,

• If l > 1.78d, we an only have the situation 1. The situation 1 an always happen beause

the node jj′ is in the RCS(k).

2.2 Type 2 of the basi knowledges

We onsider topologies where always the frames, exhanged between all the nodes, use for all their

bits the same ode (i.e. all the bits have, from the power point of view, idential transmission

onstraints) and then the transmission of all the nodes are haraterized by the values RCS , RT

and d. This situation is the ase of the protools of the CSMA type (pure CSMA or CSMA-

CA). We an have either topologies, alled mono-hop topologies, or topologies alled multi-hop

topologies (important examples are the hains that we only onsider here).

2.2.1 Mono-hop topologies

Mono-hop topologies are topologies where eah node an ommuniate diretly (one hop) with

all the other nodes. In suh a topology, all the nodes are in the intersetion of their range RT

(and obviously too of their range RCS as RCS ≥ RT ; here we take RCS = RT ). So we have not

the hidden node problem. This de�nes full-meshed topologies. On the �gure 1 we represent an

example of suh a topology whih is made up of 4 nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 where eah node is the enter

of a irle of radius equal to rT .

In this topology, we an only have �endogenous interferenes�.

2.2.2 Chains (Multi-hop topologies)

Note that, for drawing size reasons, we only represent the RCS ranges and, furthermore, their

irles are represented by ellipses.

We onsider nodes where the radius of the range RCS an inlude at the most h hops (h ≥ 1).
We de�ne three types of hains. The �rst one with h > 1 (noted hain-1) is a hain where
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1

2
4

RCS(3) = RT (3)

RCS(1) = RT (1)

RCS(2) = RT (2)RCS(4) = RT (4)

Figure 1: Mono-hop topology (full meshed topology)

all the nodes are in the intersetion of their range RCS and then we have not still the hidden

node problem (beause none node is outside the ranges RCS of the other nodes). We only have

�endogenous interferenes�. On the �gure 2, we represent an example of suh a topology (hain

of 3 hops) whih is made up of 4 nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 where the radius of the ranges RCS of the nodes

inlude at the maximum 3 hops (h = 3). Obviously RT (i) < RCS(i).

1 2 3 4
d d d

RCS(4)RCS(3)RCS(2)RCS(1)

Figure 2: hain-1 (4 nodes, 3 hops)

The two other types (noted hain-2 and hain-3) have the hidden node problem beause nodes

are outside the range RCS of other nodes. We distinguish two ases aording to the value of h:

h = 1 haraterizes a hain noted hain-2 where we onsider RT = RCS ; h > 1 haraterizes a

hain noted hain-3 where obviously RT < RCS .

We represent, on the �gures 3 and 4, respetively an example of the hain-2 and an example of

the hain-3 with h = 2 (the two hains have 7 nodes numbered from 1 to 7). We did not draw

the RCS of all the nodes for reasons of �gure larity.

d d d d d d

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RCS(7) = RT (7)RCS(2) = RT (2)RCS(1) = RT (1)

Figure 3: hain-2

We an easily see

• on the �gure 3, the nodes (i + 2) are the hidden nodes of the nodes i (i ∈ [1, 5]) and the

nodes (i − 2) are also the hidden nodes of the nodes i (i ∈ [3, 7]),

• on the �gure 4, the nodes (i + 3) are the hidden nodes of the nodes i (i ∈ [1, 4]) and the

nodes (i − 3) are also the hidden nodes of the nodes i (i ∈ [4, 7]).
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d d d d d d

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RCS(1) > RT (1) RCS(7) > RT (7)RCS(4) > RT (4)

Figure 4: hain-3

It is important to note the di�erene in the role of the hidden node depending on whether we

have a hain-2 or a hain-3 (see 2.1.5)

• hain-2 : as the hidden node i + 2 (or i − 2) of a node i is at the distane d (i.e. < 1.78d)

of the node i + 1 (or i − 1), we an have the two situations 1 and 2 of the exogenous

interferenes,

• hain-3 : as the hidden node i + 3 (or i− 3) of a node i is at the distane 2d ( i.e. > 1.78d

of the node i + 1 (or i − 1), we only have the situation 1 of the exogenous interferenes.

We an now extrapolate from this observation the general ase where we onsider a radius

of RCS inluding h hops: the nodes (i + (h + 1))and (i − (h + 1)) are the hidden nodes for the

nodes i (an hidden node to a node i is the �rst node outside the RCS assoiated to the node i).

2.2.3 Conept of topology lasses

By looking at the onsequenes of the transmission of a frame by a node i, we an distinguish

two topologies lasses:

• the lass 1 (mono-hop and hain-1), whih represents one broadast domain, i.e. the

transmission of a frame generates a signal whih is �heard� by all the other nodes (beause

all the nodes are in the intersetion of their RCS ranges),

• the lass 2 (hain-2 and hain-3), whih represents multiple broadast domains, i.e. the

transmission of a frame generates a signal whih is only �heard� by the other nodes whih

are in the range RCS(i); all the nodes, whih are outside RCS(i), do not hear any signal.

About the word �heard�, we an distinguish two semantis (whih will allow to underline simi-

larities between topologies of the two lasses): the strong semanti whih is �the signal whih is

reeived by a node, an be deoded by this node�; the weak semanti whih is �the signal, whih

is reeived by a node, indues only a busy hannel state�.

The topologies mono-hop (lass 1) and hain-2 (lass 2) are only haraterized by the strong

semanti (as RCS = RT ). The topologies hain-1 (lass 1) and hain-3 (lass 2) are haraterized

by the two semantis (as RCS > RT ): the strong semanti for the nodes (i − 1) and (i + 1) i.e.

the nodes whih are the neighbours of the node i (they are one hop distant of the node i); the

weak semanti for the nodes distant of the node i from 2 hops till h hops.

2.3 Type 3 of the basi knowledges

These basi knowledges onern the main priniples of the CANlike protools. As these protools

are inspired by the CAN network MAC protool, we �rst make a reminder of the priniples of

this MAC protool. Then, we show how we an adapt these priniples to the di�erent topologies.
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2.3.1 Reminder: the priniples of the CAN MAC protool

The CAN network is a bus (i.e. one broadast domain) where a frame onsists of a SOF (Start

of Frame) bit followed by an ID (IDenti�er) �eld, whih represents the frame priority, and then

others �elds that we globally all �data part�. All the bits of the frame are oded with the NRZ

ode (a bit 1 is a positive voltage V; a bit 0 is the zero voltage) and the duration of a bit is

higher than twie the maximum time on the bus (we give the reason later).

When a MAC entity has a frame to send (resulting of a request from the upper layer), it has to

implement three suessive phases: the �rst phase onerns the obtaining of the authorization

to aess the medium (the authorization is got after the listening of the idle medium state

throughout a de�ned duration); the seond phase onsists in a synhronization phase (role of the

SOF bit) the objetive of whih is to inform the other MAC entities of the beginning of a frame

sending); the third phase, whih onerns the attribute CR (Collision Resolution), onsists in

the implementation, in the MAC entity of a tournament based on the omparison bit by bit of

its ID �eld (starting from the Most Signi�ant Bit (MSB)), with the logial AND of the bits

of the same rank of the ID �elds of the frames that the other MAC entities are sending. The

possibility of this omparison between of the ID bits of the same rank results from the hoie of

the duration of a bit. Conerning the logial AND, it results from a bus property (if a bit 1 is

sent by one MAC entity and simultaneously a bit 0 is sent by another MAC entity, the bus gives

a bit 0, hene the onept of Dominant bit 0-Reessive bit 1).
The tournament winner (the MAC entity whih has the smallest ID, then the strongest priority)

an then send its data part. Note that a MAC entity, whih has no frame to send, is always

listening to the medium.

Remark: In the CAN network, the ollision resolution mehanism works at the ID bit level

whih imposes the ID bit duration. As all the bits of a frame (SOF, ID bits, data �eld) use the

ode NRZ with the duration imposed by an ID bit, the data part throughput depends then on

the maximum distane between two nodes on the bus (longer is the bus, smaller is the permitted

data throughput). Suh an implementation obviously penalizes the data part throughput.

2.3.2 The general priniples of the CANlike protools

These protools retain, at �rst, the following harateristis of the CAN MAC i.e.:

1. a frame struture whih onsists in a synhronization bit, an ID �eld (whih represents the

frame priority) and the �data part� �eld ( whih inludes the node address and the user

data),

2. a funtioning whih is based on three phases: the authorization phase for the hannel

aess, the synhronization phase for the planning of a oherent tournament starting, the

tournament phase (also based, on the one hand, on the omparison bit by bit of the ID

�elds of all the frames andidate for the transfer and, on the other hand on the onept

Dominant bit 0-Reessive bit 1) whih determines the winner whih will send the �data

part� of its frame on one hop.

However these protools are not in line with the protool CAN MAC whih uses, for all the bits

of a frame, the same ode (NRZ) and the same duration. These protools onsider di�erently

the �data part� bits and the other bits (synhronization bit, ID bit)in the objetive of to not

penalize the �data part� throughput. Obviously, we an, if we want, use like in CAN the same

ode and the same duration for all the bits.

Furthermore, onerning the onept Dominant bit 0-Reessive bit 1, it annot be implemented

as it is in CAN beause, in a wireless ontext, the physial layer of a MAC entity annot send

and reeive in the same time.
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2.3.3 Codes and Ranges for the di�erent bits (ID, synhronization, data)

ID bit and synhronization bit odes

We �rst onsider the ID bit ode. It is the onstraint of the onept Dominant bit 0-Reessive
bit 1 whih �xes the ID bit ode. We adopt the solution de�ned in the Widom protool [7℄. We

present it now.

A dominant bit (bit 0) onsists in the sending of a arrier wave; a reessive bit (bit 1) onsists in
the hannel listening. The transition between a bit 0 and a bit 1 (and onversely) requires the

time τTT . Consequently, in the MAC entity of a node, we get the same results for the tournament

as the CAN network:

• the MAC entity has a dominant bit: it wins, by de�nition, and it ontinues the tournament;

• the MAC entity has a reessive bit: if, during the hannel listening, it detets a arrier wave

(bit dominant), it loses the ompetition on this bit and then abandons the partiipation to

the tournament (but it observes its progress, it an be the data frame reipient); if, during

the hannel listening it detets nothing (that means that there is no dominant bit whih

is emitted), it ontinues the tournament.

Conerning the synhronization bit ode, it will be like a dominant bit 0 (a arrier wave). The

problem of the duration of a synhronization bit and an ID bit will be takled when we will

present the synhronization phase and the tournament phase.

Data bit ode and Data bit range

The data bit ode an be any lassial modulation tehnique (Amplitude Shift Keying, Frequeny

Shift Keying, Phase Shift Keying) [8℄ with a bit duration �xed by the user data throughput needs.

Considering the di�erent topologies that we have presented, a data bit must have a power whih

is ompatible with the ranges RT and RCS of these topologies. From now, by onsidering a node

i, the ranges will be noted RT (i, da) and RCS(i, da).
ID bit and synhronization bit ranges

Consider a node i andidate for sending a frame and whih has the authorization for the hannel

aess. It has �rst to implement the synhronization phase and the tournament phase i.e. it is in

ompetition with all the nodes whih are in the range RCS(i, da). Then the transmission range

of the synhronization bit and the ID bit of the node i (noted RT (i; (sy, ID)) must be equal to

RCS(i, da). Conerning the arrier sense range of the synhronization bit and the ID bits of a

node i that we note RCS(i; (sy, ID)), we take it equal to RT (i; (sy, ID)) in order to not perturb

the nodes whih an be outside this area.

Now we an give the links, in term of the ranges and in the di�erent topologies between, on the

one hand, the synhronization bit and the ID bits and, on the other hand, the data part bits:

• mono-hop topology and hain-2:

RCS(i; (sy, ID)) = RT (i; (sy, ID)) = RCS(i, da) = RT (i, da)

• hain-1 and hain-3: RCS(i; (sy, ID)) = RT (i; (sy, ID)) = RCS(i, da) > RT (i, da)

2.3.4 Authorization phase

The authorization phase will be di�erent depending on whether we have a topology lass 1 or a

topology lass 2. Conerning the topology lass 1, as it represents one broadast domain i.e. any

node an hear any other node when it is transmitting, we an use the CAN aess authorization

method. Then a node deides to aess the hannel after the listening of the idle hannel state

ontinuously during a time τST (it is the CSMA tehnique). Conerning the topology lass 2, as

it represents multiple broadast domains, i.e. any node annot hear the nodes whih are ouside

its Carrier Sense Range, we annot use the CAN aess authorization method i.e. to onsider
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the medium listening strategy of a CSMA tehnique. We propose to have a global lok whih

gives periodially the same authorization instant to aess the medium to the MAC entities of all

the nodes (obviously, we will have also to speify the periodiity of these authorizations). This

global lok ould be a GPS system as proposed by [9℄ and [10℄. Then, with the topology lass

2, the authorization phase is based on a entralized tehnique.

2.3.5 Synhronization phase

We base the presentation of the synhronization phase on the onepts of ompetitor and no-

ompetitor nodes whih allows to speify the onditions for a lean starting of a tournament

phase.

A- Conepts of ompetitor and no-ompetitor nodes

A ompetitor node i is a node where the MAC entity, after the reeption of a request from the

upper layer, gets the authorization for the medium aess. At the instant of this authorization, it

broadasts in the range RCS(i, da) a synhronization signal (energy pulse, i.e. arrier wave whih

must have a duration ls ≥ τST ; here we onsider ls = τST ) in order to announe to all the nodes,

whih are in RCS(i, da) that it is going to undertake a tournament. In the topology lass 1,

the synhronization signal reahes all the other nodes of the topology (beause, by de�nition,

all the nodes are in the intersetion of theirs RCS(da) ranges). In the topology lass 2, the

synhronization signal reahes only the nodes whih are in RCS(i, da).
Note furthermore that, if we have others ompetitors with the node i (any others nodes of the

whole topology for the topology lass 1; only any others nodes of RCS(i, da) for the topology

lass 2), we have the rossing of the synhronization signal of the node i with the synhronization

signals of the other ompetitor nodes (by the rossing phenomenon, we mean that, in the MAC

entity of eah ompetitor node, the end of the synhronization signal, whih is sent, is overtaken

by the ends of the arrival of the synhronization signals oming from the MAC entities of the

other ompetitor nodes).

Then aounting for these remarks on the ompetition between several ompetitor nodes, we an

see that, in the topology lass 1, a tournament will be at the level of the whole topology (onept

of global tournament) whereas, in the topology lass 2, a tournament will be at the level of a

range RCS and we an obviously have also parallel tournaments (in ranges RCS whih have no

intersetion).

Conerning the no-ompetitor nodes, their de�nition depends on whether we have a topology

lass 1 and a topology lass 2:

• lass 1: a no-ompetitor node is a node where the MAC entity, either has not a frame to

send or has reeived, from the upper layer, a request to send but the hannel beame busy

beause of a synhronization signal sent by a ompetitor node before of the end of the time

τST .

• lass 2: a no-ompetitor node is a node where the MAC entity has not reeived, from the

upper layer, a request to send before the arrival of the global lok top.

A no-ompetitor node, like in CAN, is always listening to the hannel. Note furthermore above

a synhronization signal sent by a ompetitor node i: in the topology lass 1, the synhroniza-

tion signal is reeived by all the no-ompetitor nodes of the whole topology; in the topology

lass 2, it is only reeived by the no-ompetitor nodes of the range RCS(i, da) then we an have

no-ompetitor nodes whih do not reeive synhronization signals (for example: nodes whih are

between parallel tournaments i.e. tournaments separated by several nodes). The no-ompetitor

nodes, whih reeives a synhronization signal, are then aware of the next starting of a tourna-

ment phase.
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B- Conditions for a lean starting of a tournament phase

The goal of a synhronization phase is to allow, on the one hand, the ompetitor nodes, whih

will be in ompetition, to start leanly the tournament and, on the other hand, the no-ompetitor

nodes, whih are in the domain of the tournament i.e. whih have reeived a synhronization

signal, to follow leanly the tournament (a no-ompetitor node an, in partiular, be interested in

the reeption of the frame sent by the tournament winner). Theses onditions of leanness require,

of the nodes, to ontrol the onsequenes of the synhronization signal rossing phenomenon:

• a ompetitor node must have a lean hannel when it starts the tournament (�lean� means

that nothing of the synhronization phase remains on the hannel); then a ompetitor node

must onsider, after the sending of its synhronization signal, a guard time tg i.e. a duration

equal to the maximum residual time of the synhronization signal exhanges (during tg the

MAC entity of the node is blind; after (ls + tg), it an start the tournament (sending of

the ID bits)),

• a no-ompetitor node must know preisely the tournament beginning: after the reeption

of the �rst synhronization signal ls, it waits for the end of the duration tg and then it is

ready to reeive ID bits.

Conerning tg, it is the biggest time di�erene, that we an have in the MAC entity of a om-

petitor node i between the end of the sending of its synhronization signal and the end of the

arrival of a synhronization signal oming from the more distant ompetitor node j in the range

RCS(i, da). The tg evaluation depends on the way of the medium aess authorization and then

it is di�erent depending on whether we have a topology lass 1 or lass 2:

• topology lass 1: tg is given by the total of the maximum time shift Dmax, between the

dates of the synhronization signal sending in the nodes i and j, and the propagation time

between these nodes.

• topology lass 2: aounting for the onept of global lok for the medium aess autho-

rization mehanism, tg is here only given by the propagation time between the nodes i

and j (here there is no more the notion of Dmax as all the ompetitors nodes send the

synhronization signals at the same time (global lok top)).

C- Important onsequene of the synhronization phase for the topology lass 2

The exogenous interferene situation 1, whih an, for the protool without synhronization

phase (strit CSMA and CSMA-CA) (see paragraph 2.1.5), a�et the frame transfer of a node i

to a node i+1, due to the in�uene of the node (i+h+1) hidden to the node i (reation, in the

node (i+1) of the ondition �busy hannel� before the arrival of the frame oming from the node

i) does not exist thanks to the synhronization phase. Then, for the hain-3 (see paragraph 2.2.2)

we have no more the hidden node problem. Conerning the hain-2, the hidden node problem

still exists (by the exogenous interferene situation 2).

2.3.6 Tournament phase

1/ Preliminaries

The implementation of a tournament is based on priorities assoiated to the nodes and then the

priority set ardinal must be spei�ed:

• in the topology lass 1, as a tournament an inlude all the nodes, the ardinal is given by

the number of the nodes in the network;

• in the topology lass 2, the ardinal depends on the onditions of the maximal parallelism

possibility (minimal distane that we an have between two onseutive winners nodes i.e.
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nodes whih are not in ompetition for a data frame transfer and then whih an have the

same priority):

� with the hain-2 (RCS of radius h = 1) if a node i is a winner (that means winner of

the nodes (i+1), (i−1) in its range RCS(i) and also of the hidden nodes (i+2), (i−2)),
the losest other winner an be the node (i + 3) (or (i − 3)); the minimal distane is

then 3 hops (i.e. (h + 2)) whih �xes the priorities 0, 1, 2 with the periodiity 3.

� with the hain-3, as the hidden node problem does not more exist (onsequene of the

synhronization phase), then, if a node i is a winner (that means winner in its range

RCS(i)), the losest winner an be the node (i + (h + 1)) (or (i − (h + 1))) and then

the minimal distane between two winners is (h + 1) hops whih �xes the priorities 0,
1, 2 . . .h, with the periodiity (h + 1).

2/ Main ideas for the tournament implementation

We have to distinguish, on the one hand, the ase where we have not the hidden node problem

(the topology lass 1, i.e. the mono-hop and the hain-1 topologies, and also the topology lass

2 hain-3) and the ase where we have the hidden node problem (lass 2 hain-2).

1. no hidden node problem

The tournament is implemented like in CAN, diretly by means of the omparison bit by

bit of the ID �elds of the ompetitor nodes. The tournament duration is �xed by the

produt of the number of ID bits by the duration of an ID bit.

The evaluation of the ID bit duration is based on the analysis of the neessary listening

time, for a MAC entity i whih has a reessive bit, in order to be able to read the arrier

wave whih is sent by a MAC entity j whih has a dominant bit. This analysis is based on

the onsideration of the two extreme ases of the arrier wave sending by the MAC entity

j (i.e. the ase of the maximal advane and the ase of the maximal delay). These two

extreme ases depend on the topology lasses:

• lass 1: they depend on the value of Dmax and the value of the propagation time

between the MAC entities i and j,

• lass 2: they only depend on the value of the propagation time between the MAC

entities i and j.

2. hidden node problem

The tournament duration depends obviously always on the number of the ID bits but now,

taking into aount for the hidden node problem, two phases are assoiated to an ID bit

[7℄: the phase 1 is alled transmission phase, the phase 2 is alled retransmission phase (its

role is to eliminate the hidden node problem by making to know the priority of a node to

a node at a distane of two hops).

The behaviour of a ompetitor node is the following:

• phase 1: a node, whih has a dominant bit, sends a arrier wave and is, by de�nition,

winner on this ID bit; a node, whih has a reessive bit, listens to the hannel: either

a arrier wave is reeived or nothing is reeived;

• phase 2: a node whih has a dominant bit in the phase 1, is not onerned with this

phase (it does nothing). Conerning a node whih has a reessive bit in the phase 1:

� if it reeives, in the phase 1, a arrier wave, it loses the ompetition (beause a

neighbour N , at one hop distane, has a highest priority) and then it retransmits,

in the phase 2, the arrier wave (then, making to know the higher priority to a

node M (at a two hops distane of N));
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� if it reeives nothing in the phase 1, we have two ases: it reeives a arrier wave

in the phase 2, it loses the ompetition (beause a neighbour, at a distane two

hops, has a higher priority); if it reeives nothing in the phase 2, it ontinues with
the tournament.

Note furthermore that, with this topology lass 2 hain-2, the no-ompetitor nodes as

the ompetitor nodes whih ome to lose the tournament, have a role in the tournament

progress (that results from the retransmission onstraint). Their behaviour, for eah ID

bit, is the following: in the phase 1, they are listening to the hannel; in the phase 2, if

they heard a arrier wave in the phase 1, they retransmit the arrier wave (in the ontrary

they do nothing).

The ID bit duration in eah phase (transmission phase, retransmission phase) is evaluated

as the ID bit duration in the ase of the topology lass 1 and lass 2 hain-3. The tourna-

ment duration, aounting for the two phases (transmission, retransmission), is then �xed

by the number of the ID bits multiplied by the duration of the two phases of an ID bit.

2.3.7 Conept of transational entity

We all transational entity the sequene of the three phases (authorization, synhronization,

tournament) plus the frame data part transfer resulting from the tournament.

The onept of transational entity is very helpful, at the same time, in the ase of the topology

lass 1, where the nodes, at the transational entity end, an deide to beome ompetitors for

a new tournament and in the ase of the topology lass 2 where its duration allows to evaluate

the minimal period of the global lok.

2.3.8 Partiularities of the topology lass 1

This topology lass asks questions beause we an have time shifts between the synhronization

phase starts in the ompetitor nodes (whih is not the ase in the topology lass 2 as all the syn-

hronization phase starts in the ompetitor nodes are synhronous). Considering the possibility

of these time shifts, we must preise partiular points whih onern the transition between the

tournament end and the onsequent frame data part exhange.

A �rst point is that we must guarantee that the frame data part, whih is sent by the tournament

winner node, does not arrive in the node, one node apart, before the tournament end view by

this node (we remember that we onsider that the data bit ode is di�erent of the ID bit ode

i.e. we use a lassial modulation tehnique (ASK, FSK, PSK) whih is not linked to the time

shifts like the bits ID). This guarantee is got by introduing, in the winner ompetitor node, a

time gap (noted W ) between its view of the tournament end and the start of the frame data part

sending. The evaluation of the W value must be done by onsidering the more pessimisti ase

i.e. the winner ompetitor node is the more possible in advane, in the synhronization phase

with regard to the node one hop apart, when this node is a loser ompetitor node.

The use of this W value by a tournament winner ompetitor node an obviously indues, if we

are not in the more pessimisti ase (for example: the winner is the node the more in delay, in

the synhronization phase; the node one hop apart is a no-ompetitor node), delays, in the node

one hop apart, between its view of the tournament end and the frame data part arrival (during

these delays, the hannel is free: so, if we use the tehnique ASK for the data bits, we must

neessarily do to preede the data part by a bit 1 meaning �data start�; if the tehnique is FSK

or PSK, a �data start bit� is not stritly neessary but, if we use one, it an be either a bit 0 or

a bit 1).
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Another important point onerns the ompetitor node, the more in advane in the synhro-

nization phase, in the ase where the ompetitor node the more in delay in the synhronization

phase is the winner: what is the delay, for the ompetitor node the more in advane, between

the end of the tournament and the beginning of its view of the busy hannel?

These di�erent delays and more preisely their maximum values might be evaluated (in order to

give bounds on the duration of the state free hannel between the tournament end and the data

part transfer beginning).

3 Spei�ation of the CANlike protools

3.1 Topology lass 1: determination of the maximum amount of time shift

Dmax

The important parameters are the parameters of a transeiver (τST , τTT ), the propagation time

on one hop (τPT ) and the number h of hops in a arrier sense range. The �gure (5) represents the

extreme ase of the synhronization time shift (onsideration of the two more remote ompetitor

nodes i and j in the intersetion of their RCS ranges i.e. node j in the RCS(i) and node i in the

RCS(j)). We all τ the propagation time between the node i and the node j, i.e. τ = hτPT with

h = 1 for the mono-hop topology, and h > 1 for the hain-1. The values of Dmax are presented

in the table (1).

Mono-hop τPT + τTT

hain-1 hτPT + τTT

Table 1: Dmax values
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Figure 5: Dmax = τ + τTT

The explanation is given in the �gure (5). In the node i, we have at the time (t − τST ) a

request to send (a data frame) and we suppose that the hannel stays free during τST . Then

the hannel is deteted free at the time t and the MAC entity of the node i deides to send a

synhronization signal at this time t. After the turnaround time, τTT the synhronization signal

is sent, i.e. at the time (t + τTT ), and the beginning of this signal arrives at the remote node j

just at the time (t + τTT + τ).

If the node j is just �nishing to test the hannel at the time (t + τTT + τ) (after a request to

send a data frame at the time (t + τTT + τ − τST )), as the node saw the hannel free during τST ,

it deides to send a synhronization signal at the time (t + τTT + τ) and then will send it, after

the turnaround time τTT , i.e. at the time (t + τTT + τ + τTT ).

The duration τ + τTT (di�erene between the sending times of the two synhronization signals)

represents the value Dmax.
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If the node j had a request to send later than the time (t + τTT + τ − τST ), for example at

(t + τTT + τ − τST + ∆t), with ∆t < τST , it would not have found the hannel free at the time

(t + τTT + τ) (the synhronization signal from the node i was arriving) and then it ould not

send a synhronization signal.

In the mono-hop topology we have τ = τPT and then Dmax = τPT + τTT . In the multihop

topology hain-1 (h > 1) we have τ = hτPT and then Dmax = hτPT + τTT .

3.2 Guard time tg assoiated to the synhronization signal

About the topology lass 1, we remember the �gure 5 and we onsider the sending by the node

i MAC entity, of the synhronization signal ls at the time t + τTT . The end of the sending at

the time t + τTT + ls(τST ) is passed by the end of arrival of the synhronization signal oming

from the node j MAC entity (this end ours at the time (t + τTT + Dmax + τ + ls(τST )). The

neessary guard time tg is then : Dmax + τ .

As we have τTT in the guard time tg, we an use this time in two ways: if the �rst ID bit is a

reessive bit (then di�erent of the synhronization bit), we make the turnaround during the tg
of the synhronization bit; if the �rst ID bit is a dominant bit (like the synhronization bit) we

let to elapse the duration τTT . Then, immediately after the tg of the synhronization bit, we an

send the �rst ID bit.

About the topology lass 2, we have no more Dmax i.e. tg is only given by the propagation time

τ between the nodes i and j. As we have not τTT in the guard time tg, we annot after the tg of

the synhronization, send immediately the �rst ID bit (if it is a reessive bit) without doing the

turnaround τTT . So we propose to inlude it in the tg and to use this time as in the topology

lass 1.
The value of tg for the di�erent topologies is given in the table (2).

lass 1 lass 2

Mono-hop hain-1 hain-2 hain-3

2τPT + τTT 2hτPT + τTT τPT + τTT hτPT + τTT

Table 2: tg values

3.3 ID bit harateristis(lb, tg)

Consider again separately the topology lass 1 and lass 2.

• Topology lass 1

Consider two MAC entities i and j suh that they are haraterized by the maximum

amount of time shift Dmax in the synhronization phase and suppose that the MAC entity

i has a reessive bit (then listening to the hannel) and the MAC entity j has a dominant

bit (then sending a arrier wave). In order to evaluate the durations of lb and tg, we must

onsider the following senarios:

� the MAC entity i starts the hannel listening at the time t and ends at the time t+ lb;

� the MAC entity j starts the arrier wave sending: either (ase 1, �gure (6)) at the

time (t − Dmax), i.e. with a maximal advane, or (ase 2, �gure (6)) at the time

(t + Dmax), i.e. with a maximal delay.

The ase 1 makes to appear that the arrier wave arrives at t−Dmax +τ = t−τTT (i.e. be-

fore the listening start, but this has none onsequene as it ours for the �rst ID bit during
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lb lb

t − Dmax + τ + lb

t + lbt

t − Dmax + τ

MAC entity j MAC entity i
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lb

t + lbtt + Dmaxt
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MAC entity j MAC entity i

Case 1

reessive bit
dominant bit

t + Dmax + τ
t + Dmax + τ + lb

Propagation

t
t − Dmax

Propagation

Figure 6: Time diagram for the bit ID evaluation

the guard time of the synhronization signal and for any other ID bit during the guard time

of the previous ID bit as we will see that we need too a guard time assoiated to eah ID bit)

and lasts till t−τTT +lb (in order to have a listening duration re-overing we need lb > τTT ).

The ase 2 makes to appear that the arrier wave arrives after the listening beginning and

goes beyond the end of the listening duration.

In order to have some re-overing of the listening duration we need the following onstraints:

lb > Dmax + τ . At least the value of lb must be the value of τST higher than the expressed

onstraint. Furthermore, as the end of the listening duration, we need a guard time tg =
Dmax + τ .

The values of lb and tg for the two topologies of the lass 1 are given on the table 3.

Mono-hop hain-1

tg 2τPT + τTT 2hτPT + τTT

lb 2τPT + τTT + τST 2hτPT + τTT + τST

Table 3: Topologies lass 1: tg and lb durations values

As we have τTT in the time tg, we use this time in the same way as we do in the synhro-

nization bit: we make a physial turnaround if the next ID bit is di�erent; if the next ID

bit is idential, we let to elapse the duration τTT (time passing).

• Topology lass 2

Consider again the MAC entities i and j of two omputers nodes whih are haraterized

by the maximal distane (then the maximal propagation time τ determined by the range

RCS of a node) and suppose that the MAC entity i has a reessive bit (then listening to

the hannel) and the MAC entity j has a dominant bit (then sending a arrier wave). The

evaluation of the durations lb and tg is obtained by onsidering the senario represented on

the �gure 7 (the two entities start the ation inherent to the ID bit at the same time t).

For some reovering of the listening duration we need lb > τ and, at least, the value of lb
must be higher of the value of τST than the expressed onstraint. The value obtained for

tg is τ . However, as we have not the time τTT in tg, we add, like for the synhronization

bit the time τTT in the tg and this time τTT is used like in the lass 1. The values for lb
and tg for the two topologies of the lass 2 are given on the table 4.
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reessive bit

t + τ + lb

t + lbt
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t + τ

Figure 7: Time diagram for the bit ID length evaluation

hain-2 hain-3

tg τPT + τTT hτPT + τTT

lb τPT + τST hτPT + τST

Table 4: Topologies lass 2: tg and lb durations values

3.4 Partiular points

3.4.1 Topology lass 1

Evaluation of the time gap W

We onsider two ompetitor nodes (nodes i and node (i + 1)) whih are one hop apart in any

topology (monohop; hain-1). The node i is supposed to be the more possible in advane, in

the synhronization phase with regard to the node (i + 1) (advane (τPT + τTT )), and also the

tournament winner. Call tli the instant of the sending end of the last ID bit of the node i. The

end of the last ID bit by the node (i + 1) is tli + τPT + τTT . By remembering that eah ID bit

is followed by tg, the beginning of the data part whih is sent by the node i, must arrive in the

node (i + 1) just at the end of the tg relative to its last ID bit.

Then we must have the following relationship: tli + tg + W + τPT = tli + (τPT + τTT ) + tg whih

gives W = τTT .

On the ompetition, at the end of a transational entity, for a new transational

entity

All the nodes have the view of the progress of a transational entity whatever the node may be

(ompetitor, no-ompetitor) and in partiular its end:

• mono-hop and hain-1: the frame sending end in the winner node,

• mono-hop: the frame reeption end by all the other nodes,

• hain-1: the frame reeption end by the node(s) one hop apart from the winner node and

the view of the busy hannel end by the others nodes.

From this view, we have to evaluate the earliest instants where eah node ould send a synhro-

nization signal for a new transational entity. If we all tf the end of the frame sending by the

winner node in the present transational entity, we an evaluate these earliest instants (all them

twc and tnc,lc, respetively for the winner ompetitor node and a no-ompetitor node or a loser

ompetitor node):

• twc = tf + τTT + τST + τTT (mono-hop and hain-1),

• tnc,lc = tf + xτPT + τST + τTT (x = 1 with the mono-hop or the hain-1 for the node one

hop apart from the winner node; 1 < x ≤ h with the hain-1 and for the nodes more than

one hop apart from the winner).
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Note onerning these instants that the winner node, as it was in a sending state, it has, at �rst,

to make a turnaround (τTT ) in order to be in the listening state. Then after the free hannel

sensing (τST ), it makes a new turnaround (τTT ) in order to send a synhronization signal. The

other nodes, as they were in the listening state, they have not to make the �rst turnaound τTT .

Taking into aount these equations and onsidering the ase of a hain-1 with h hops (nodes

i, (i+1),. . . (i+h)), we an now use these equations to evaluate if a node, whih �nishes the free

hannel observation test and deides to send a synhronization signal, annot prevent the other

nodes to be also ompetitor (i.e. to have �nished the free hannel observation and then deided

also to send a synhronization signal) and onversely.

Suppose that, in the present transational entity, the node i is the winner and the other nodes

are nodes n, l. We onsider the extremes nodes of the hain 1 i.e. the nodes i and i + h. We

have to make the following analysis:

1. does the �ompetitor� behaviour by the node i prevent the node i + h to have also the

�ompetitor� behavior.

The node i starts the synhronization signal sending at the time (tf + τTT + τST + τTT )

whih arrives in the node (i + h) at the time (tf + τTT + τST + τTT + hτPT ).

The free hannel observation test, by the node (i + h) is at the time (tf + hτPT + τST ),

then before the arrival of the synhronization signal oming from the node i (di�erene of

2τTT ).

2. does the �ompetitor' behaviour by the node i + h prevent the node i to have also the

�ompetitor� behavior.

The node (i+h) starts the synhronization signal sending at the time (tf +hτTT +τST +τTT )

whih arrives in the node i at the time (tf + hτTT + τST + τTT + hτPT ).

The free hannel observation test, by the node i is at the time (tf + τTT + τST ), then

before the arrival of the synhronization signal oming from the node (i + h) (di�erene of

(2hτPT )).

In onlusion, as we an do the same analysis by onsidering the ases of any two node ouples

in the hain-1 and also the mono-hop, we an onlude that any node an beome ompetitor in

the new transational entity.

Bounds of the free hannel duration between the tournament end and the data part

transfer beginning

We onsider the ase where the data part bit ode and the ID bit ode are di�erent. We only

give here the bounds without demonstration:

• delay, between the tournament end and the data part arrival, in a no-ompetitor node one

node apart the winner ompetitor node whih is the more in delay in the synhronization

phase:

� mono-hop: 2τTT + τPT ,

� hain-1: 2(τTT + τPT ),

• delay, between the tournament end and the view of the busy hannel, in the ompetitor

node whih is, at the same time, the more in advane in the synhronization phase and a

tournament loser

� mono-hop: 2(τTT + τPT ),

� hain-1: 2(τTT + hτPT ),
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3.4.2 Topology lass 2: minimal period of the global lok

It is important to have in mind that the duration of the transational entity assoiated to any

ompetitor node i is independent of the number of the nodes whih an be in ompetition with

it (beause the tg, whih is assoiated to the synhronization signal and to an ID bit, inludes

the distane between the node i and the remote node in RCS(i); and furthermore, the duration

lb of an ID bit inludes too this distane). This duration of a transational entity inludes the

turnaround time τTT (e�etuated at the arrival of the global lok top in order to be able to send

the synhronization signal), the duration of the synhronization signal and its guard time (ls+tg),

the duration T of the tournament (whih depends on the fat that we have a hain-2 (hidden

node problem and then two phases: transmission, retransmission) or a hain-3 (no hidden node

problem)), the duration D of the data part of the frame whih is sent by the winner node (we

must have, in this topology lass 2, data parts whih have always the same duration) and �nally

a duration representing the ome bak of the global system to the listening state (i.e. when the

winner, on the one hand, has made a turnaround and, on the other hand, the transmission of

the frame and its onsequenes (busy hannel) are �nished).

The duration T of the tournament (by onsidering that the ID �eld has n bits) is : T = 2n(lb+tg)
in the hain-2 and T = n(lb + tg) in the hain-3.

Then we an express the duration P of the minimal period:

• hain-2: P = τTT + (ls + tg) + 2n(lb + tg) + D + max(τTT , τPT ),

• hain-3: P = τTT + (ls + tg) + n(lb + tg) + D + max(τTT , hτPT ).
The max omponent expresses the ome bak to the listening state.

Remarks:

1- Here, ontrarily to the lass1, as all the synhronization signals are sent at the same instant,

we have neither a time gap W in a winner ompetitor node nor a delay, in a node one hop apart

the winner, between the tournament end and the data part arrival.

2- If we onsider the ase where the data part of the frames have not the same duration, we have

to do the omputation by onsidering the longest duration.

3.5 Intra�ow problem

We want here, by onsidering the hain topologies whih use the CANlike protools de�ned in

the subsetions 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.2, to fous on the partiular problem of a frame �ow transfer

and, more speially, on the priority sheme whih is required for the frames.

Consider a frame �ow transfer from the �rst node (soure node) to the last node (destination

node). We number the nodes in the inreasing order (i.e. from 1 (soure node) to d (destination

node), the value of d depending of the hain length.

We want to analyse what we all the worst ase of the frame �ow transfer i.e. the soure node

wants to send a new frame immediately after the previous frame sending and also any other

intermediate node, between the soure node and the destination node, wants to send a frame

immediately after its reeption.

With a CSMA type sheduling protool (pure CSMA or CSMA-CA), ollisions will our along

the �ow path (the soure node indue obviously ollisions but also the intermediate nodes)

whih gives a haoti progress in the frame �ow transfer and whih requires several bu�ers in

the intermediate nodes in order to avoid bu�er rushing (an intermediate node, for example, an

reeive several suessive frames before being able to send the �rst reeived frame).

With a CSMA-CR type protool, we have the possibility to determine, in a ollision situation,

the winner and then to allow a regular proess of the frame �ow transfer with only one bu�er

in eah intermediate node. In order to do that, we have, at �rst to speify for eah hain the
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onstraints whih must be onsidered for the behaviour of the nodes (and, �rst, on the soure

node) and then to determine the neessary priority sheme.

A general onstraint on the soure node (node 1) is: after the sending of a frame, the soure

node an send a new frame only when the previous frame has left its ompetition area i.e.:

• in the hain-1, the previous frame has reahed the destination node; then the priority

sheme must be: the node 1 has the priority 1, the nodes 2, 3, . . . , 1 + h − 1 have the

priority 0; the node d (d = 1 + h) does not need priority as it does not send frames.

• in the hain 2 (h = 1), the previous frame has reahed the node, whih is one hop after

the hidden node (node 3), i.e. the node 4 (node 1 + h + 2); then the priority sheme must

be: the node 1 has the priority 1, the nodes 2 and 3 have the priority 0; the node 4 an

take the priority 1; we have parallelism between the node 1 (sending a new frame) and the

node 4 (propagating the �rst frame); the nodes 5 and 6 have the priority 0 and so on.

The priority of the node 4 ould be also 0 beause the nodes 1 and 4 are distant of h + 2
hops and two nodes distant of h + 2 hops an win (whatever their priority may be) if the

nodes 2 and 3 (and 5 and 6) are no-ompetitor, as it is the ase here;

• in the hain-3 (h > 1), the previous frame has reahed the node whih is one node after

the node 1 + h (last node of the RCS(1)) i.e. the node (1 + (h + 1)); then the priority

sheme must be : the node 1 has the priority 1, the nodes 2, 3,. . . , 1 + h have the priority

0; the node 1 + (h + 1) an take the priority 1; we have then parallelism between the node

1 (sending a new frame) and the node (1 + (h + 1)) propagation of the �rst frame.

Note also that the priority of the node (1 + (h + 1)) ould be also 0 beause the node 1
and the node (1 + (h + 1)) are distant of (h + 1) hops and these nodes an win whatever

their priority may be) if the nodes 2, 3,. . . , (1 + h) (and the nodes 1 + h + 2, 1 + h + 3,. . . ,
1 + 2h) are no-ompetitors, as it is the ase here.

This sheme of parallelism in the hain-2 and the hain-3 is reprodued along the hain till

the destination node i.e. we have parallelism between the frames sent by the soure node and

the propagation of these frames in the intermediate nodes (or between intermediates nodes). We

express the general onditions of the parallelism:

• hain-2: with i ∈ [1..h + 2], the nodes i, . . . , i + (h + 2)q (q = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) suh that

1 + (h + 2)q < d, an transmit in parallel,

• hain-3: with i ∈ [1..(h + 1)], the nodes i, . . . , i + (h + 1)q (q = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) suh that

1 + (h + 1)q < d, an transmit in parallel.

4 Conlusion

We have tried, as muh as an be, to do a pedagogial work based on a hierarhy of three basi

knowledge levels whih are neessary in order to make a rigorous spei�ation of the CANlike

protools.

The �rst level onerns fundamental harateristis of the physial layer in wireless networks: the

parameters of a transeiver (sensing time, turnaround time); the di�erent ranges (transmission

range; arrier sense range); the hidden node problem.

The seond level onerns the main basi topologies (mono-hop, multi-hop, and its di�erent

types) and also a lassi�ation of these topologies into two lasses (the lass 1 onsisting in one

broadast domain i.e. where every node is "heard" by all the nodes, and the lass 2, onsisting

in multiple broadast domain i.e. where a node is only "heard" by a subset of the nodes; note

also that we de�ne two semantis of "heard": strong and weak).
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The third level onerns the great priniples whih underlie the CANlike protools i.e. whih,

by keeping the frame pattern used in the CAN network (synhronization, IDenti�er (ID) bits,

data part bits) and also the three phases preeding the data part transfer (authorization phase

for aessing the hannel, synhronization phase for starting a tournament, tournament phase)

presents the adaptation to the wireless network ontext and to the di�erent topologies.

The CANlike protools are di�erent in the two topologies lasses: in the lass 1, we an use �the

test of the free hannel� for the authorization phase for aessing the hannel; in the lass 2, we

have to use a glaobal lok i.e. we have a entralized tehnique; in the two lasses, we do not

onsider (like in the CAN protool) the same ode for the ID bits and the data bits (beause

this strategy gives a data throughput whih depends on the bus length) but we onsider di�erent

odes (the data bits an be oded with the lassial modulation tehniques: ASK, FSK, PSK)

whih, in the lass 1, as we an have time shifts in the synhronization (whih is not the ase in

the lass 2 beause of the global lok), gives free hannel durations between the tournament end

and the data part sending (the bounds of these durations are given). Furthermore, onerning

the lass 1, we have shown that, at the end of the frame data part transfer by the tournament

winner node, all the nodes an beome ompetitors for a new transation, and, onerning the

lass 2, we have evaluated the period, whih is neessary for the global lok, in order to all the

nodes an also beome ompetitor, for a new transation, at eah global lok top.

The presentation, whih we have done, onerns a spei�ation in prose of CANlike protools.

We think that it would be important to do a formal spei�ation allowing to verify these protools

with regard to expeted properties. It would be an interesting researh subjet with in partiular,

the omparison, in the di�erent topologies in terms of throughput performanes, of the ases

where we use or we do not use the same ode for the ID bit and the data bit.

Finally, we would like to emphasize the interest of suh protools for the implementation of real-

time appliations (like ontrol ommand appliations with a ontrol loop (�gure 8) in a wireless

network ontext [11℄, [12℄.
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Figure 8: Implementation of a proess ontrol appliation through a network

We have made a simulation, based on the tool TrueTime [13℄, of an example onsisting of

4 idential appliations (noted P1, P2, P3, P4) whih are implemented in a mono-hop topology

(for eah appliation the ontroller is implemented in one node; the sensor and the atuator

are implemented in a node distant of one hop). We onsider that the priorities of the �ows

are P1priority > P2priority > P3priority > P4priority. We have onsidered a ost funtion

ITSE (Integral of Time Weighted Square Error) noted J (it is noted J0 when the appliation is

implemented without the network). We have evaluated the performane riterion J−J0

J0
% = ∆J

J0
%

and we show �gure 9 the interest of the CANlike protool with regard to the implementation

with DCF-WiFi (a deterministi behaviour with respet to a random behaviour; higher are the
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�ow priorities of an appliation better are the appliation performanes).
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